The slender Vedic support for the anlaut laryngeal now usual in reconstructions of the PIE 'nose' word is nevertheless found to be adequate. A parallel is developed to settle the disputed Vedic outcome of *HnHV-; this supports an essential feature of the ill-referenced "non-*a" reconstruction by Michiel de Vaan. An inessential feature of this reconstruction due ultimately to Robert Beekes is found to be misattributed by several Leiden Indo-Europeanists to Frederik Kortlandt; it is argued that Kortlandt's reconstruction should be reinstated as the superior basis for later work. In the process, an example of *HnHC-> Latin nǎC-is presented.
1. Those who, like myself, disapprove of reconstructions employing PIE *a may seem at first sight to be well served by the correction provided by de Vaan's (2008 s.v. nāris) s-stem reconstruction of the PIE 'nose' word *Hneh 2 -s-, *Hnh 2 -es-, *Hnh 2 -s-to Mayrhofer's (EWA 2, s.v. nás-) root noun reconstruction *Hnás-/*Hnas-. The anlaut laryngeal, it will be remembered, is reconstructed by both scholars solely for the purpose of explaining the lengthening of the final vowel of the prior element of Vedic compounds like urūnasá-'broad-nosed'. There are, however, some problems with de Vaan's second and third forms stemming from the fact that the only laryngealist literature de Vaan cites in support are Kortlandt (1985: 119) and Schrijver (1991: 143) and neither of these sources reconstructs an anlaut laryngeal.
2. It may of course be questioned whether the posited anlaut laryngeal is sufficiently securely based. Only three compounds of Vedic age with lengthened first component final are recorded: apart from urū-nasá-, there are pavinasá-'with a nose like a spear-point or metal tire' andŕjūnasa-'straight-nosed'.
The first, urūnasá-, is the only compound of uru-recorded by Monier-Williams (1899: 217 f.) with lengthened final and the only one with second component synchronically beginning with *n. Moreover uru-presents difficulties of reconstruction of its own and is itself reconstructed with a medial laryngeal: e.g. *urHú- (Mayrhofer EWA 1, s.v. urú-; Beekes 2010 s.v. «) , so that if Kortlandt's (1975: 3) remark regarding the impossibility of distinguishing CHiC/CHuC from CiHC/CuHC in Sanskrit has any validity, this would seriously under-mine the value of urūnasá-as evidence for an anlaut laryngeal in 'nose'.
Concerning the second, pavinasá-, the only other reliable compounds of the first component recorded by Monier-Williams (1899: 611b) and Mayrhofer (EWA 2, are based on pavira-'furnished with a metallic point or edge' and thus also have lengthened first component final. There is a strong likelihood that paví-'various metallic components: tire, spear-/arrow-point, etc.' is related to Mayrhofer's PAV I 'become clean' as Uhlenbeck suspected (see EWA 2, s.v. paví-) and thus, like uru-, also has a laryngeal adjacent to its final, with the same consequences. 1 Finally,ŕjūnasa-occurs once in the eighth book of the RV, which Macdonell (1917: xv) classes, together with the first half of the first book, as the second addition (after the second half of the first book) to the original collection of the family books, so it is possible that it was influenced by other adjectival forms attested at the same time and earlier, viz. the adjective rjūyú-'upright, honest' (1.20.4) and the participle rjãya(n)t-'walking straight, being right/honest' (1.89.2; 1.116.23; 1.136.5) by contrast with the substantive rjunití-'right guidance' (1.90.1).
However, the fact that uru-appears with short final in all other compounds tells against Kortlandt's dictum, at least where compounds are concerned, so that urūnasá-alone is probably sufficient guarantee of the anlaut laryngeal. Moreover, there appear to be no compounds of -nasa-of Vedic age that do not attest the lengthening. It will be as well, then, to accept the need to reconstruct the anlaut laryngeal.
3. It seems clear now that de Vaan's *Hnh 2 -es-is intended to do much the same job as the *nh 2 -es-from which it was derived, viz. to supply Balto-Slavic and Indo-Iranian forms reconstructible as *(H)nas-, i.e. with short root vowel. For the Balto-Slavic items de Vaan specifies early loss of the anlaut laryngeal, which is fine, 2 but this 1 The one exceptional item, Br. pavíma(n)t-, is a personal name and thus of uncertain origin -perhaps a direct derivative of the set · root PAV I . 2 This need not be in conflict with my suggestion of relatively late retention of the glottalic reflex of anlaut laryngeals to support an argument for the apparent failure of Winter's law in Slavic *edìn-'one' (Woodhouse in press § § 3.2, 5.2, 6) for the following reasons: (1) loss in the environment #_N may well have occurred will not do for the Vedic material since the anlaut laryngeal must remain in place until the relevant o-stem compounds have been formed, and this would in all probability have been a relatively late process (Beekes 1988b: 60, 65 Fritz (1996: 11 and n. 11) , however, proposes, quite reasonably one would suppose, that his own very similar zero grade stem *h 2 nh 1 s-produces the correct oblique stems of Ved. ās-, Av. āh-'mouth'( ! ), a conclusion that, as things stand, seems hard to challenge either semantically (cf. Lith. nasraĩ 'jaws, snout, mouth', Kurschat 1968 Kurschat -1973 4 or phonologically (though an alternative viewpoint will emerge below, § 8): *HnHC-is likely to be a special case of *CnHC-> CāC-as in RV jātá-'born' (EWA 1, s.v. JAN I ) etc. just as *HmHC-in RV *āntá-'sworn' in āntaka-drúh-'employing deceit desearlier than in the environment #_V; (2) the retention is not actually critical to the argument; (3) loss of the anlaut *H-of *Hnh 2 es-can be due to dissimilation and thus represent an irregularity. 3 Mayrhofer (EAW, 2 s.v. nás-) points out that Szemerényi (1982: 233) had earlier proposed an anlaut laryngeal in order to connect the 'nose' word with *h 2 enh 1 -'breathe, blow '; Fritz (1996) cites both reasons for the laryngeal, apparently without acknowledgement of Szemerényi's contribution. 4 This perhaps provides an answer to the question raised by Stüber (2002: 197) ' (1988a: 43; 1988b: 66) convincing examples of *HrHV-> Ved. ira-/ila-. Fritz's solitary supporting example is PIE *plnh 1 -énti > Ved. prnánti, which is supposed to have encouraged a similar change of syllable peak in PIE *k 1 lnÜ-énti 6 (presumably) > Ved. śrnvánti. Unfortunately, thanks to Fritz's proposed law, there is evidently no proof that the syllable peak leftwards of the laryngeal in PIE *plnh 1 -énti was as Fritz would have it. It seems to me instead that Ved. pūrn · á-, krn · táti < PIE *plh 1 nó-, *k 2 rntéti, respectively, and a host of similar Vedic formations point to the same Vedic rule as do prn · ánti and śrn · vánti, viz. when two resonants, including any laryngeal (on which see most recently Woodhouse 2010: 130 f.) but excluding PIE *i, *u, are immediately followed by a segment functioning as a syllable onset, the two resonants form a falling diphthong, i.e. the syllable peak is automatically left of centre. Consequently, Fritz's examples do not indicate any change from a syllabic resonant to a nonsyllabic one following the fall of a laryngeal and, further, they do not guarantee that the fall of the laryngeal occurred in the protolan-guage. Finally, the critical part of *HnHe/os-'nose', consisting of anlaut (and therefore consonantal) laryngeal plus RHV, is not exactly of the same structure as that of *plnh 1 énti, consisting of anlaut consonant plus RRHV. 7 Fritz's would-be new law is thus unproved and, judging by the corresponding material listed repeatedly under the rubric "3.3b RHV" in Beekes 1988b, unprovable and indeed false. 8 On the other hand it is true that in Ved. prn · ánti (1) the n · is fully consonantal even though it had the potential to be vocalic while the laryngeal was in place, and (2) there is actually no sign of the erstwhile presence of the reconstructed laryngeal. Therefore something like Fritz's proposed law seems to be not only valid but actually required for Vedic, at least when the resonant in question is *n, if any part of the reconstruction for 'nose' under discussion is to generate the required Vedic forms with short stem vowel and the reflex of anlaut laryngeal in compounds.
5. I believe there is in fact another parallel to the required development which we may approach as follows. Kobayashi (2004: 86 f.) finds that Ved. náh-ya-represents an instance of *d h > Ved. h, dismissing Wackernagel's (1896: 250-252) denial of this together with the latter's belief that the change would be inhibited by either the following glide or the immediately preceding accented vowel. Kobayashi was already supported in this by Mayrhofer (EWA 2, s.v. NAH) who goes further by including anlaut laryngeal in his reconstruction of the root of RV 3. pl. náhyanti 'bind, tie', sám · -naddha-'tied/bound together', AV naddhá-etc. for precisely the same reason as in the case of nás-'nose'. Mayrhofer (ibid.) also finds 7 Presumably it is something along these lines that Stüber (2002: 196) has in mind with her laconic remark that in her view Fritz can produce no "schlagende Evidenz" for his rule. 8 Perhaps less importantly, it would also be incompatible with Schrijver's (1991: 317 f.) tentative attempt to see HRHV-in Lat. animus and arvum 'ploughed land', an attempt that seems to provide nothing useful for the development of Lat. (Macdonell 1916: 141) , forms the basis for RV náhyanti, the second yields Lat. nō dus 'knot', ON nō t, and the third underlies Goth. nati and perhaps, somewhat unexpectedly, both Lat. nassa and RV (sám · )-naddha-. We shall return to these zero grade forms in a moment.
If now we apply the finding *HnHad h -> *Hnad h -in náhyanti to Mayrhofer's protoform for the participle belonging with ániti 'breathe' (above) we get *h 2 nh 1 ént-> *Hnánt-i.e. the same phonetic outcome as we expect for the participle to ádmi, átsi, átti 'eat', viz. *h 1 dént-> *Hdánt-. In other words, both the attested participles adánt-and anánt-get their initial syllable from the strong forms of the present, so we are spared the curious conclusion that *h 2 enh 1 (C)-and *h 2 nh 1 (V)-would yield the same result **Han-. This confirms that we are on the right track and that Ved. *Hnas-'nose' can indeed derive from *Hnh 2 es-.
6. The alternative explanation alluded to above for the aspirated root final in Ved. *HnHad h -beside traditional plain (= preglottalized) media in ON nō t etc. is as follows. When the reflexes of the laryngeals had coalesced in (palatalized) glottal stop in Proto-Indo-Iranian, i.e. around the time of Lubotsky's law in Indo-Iranian, which specifies that in normal full grade forms a medial laryngeal is lost when clus-tered with a preglottalized media and at least one other consonant, e.g. (adapting slightly the preposed superscript H notation for preglottalized stops employed by Schrijver 1991: 191) *Hioh 2 H g 1 nó-> *Hia H jná-> RV yajñá-n. 'sacrifice', (Lubotsky 1981; Woodhouse 2011: 167-175) , 9 the heavy glottalic presence in the samprasā ran · a form *HnHa H d-led to the prehistoric loss of the preglottalization of the preglottalized PIE media in the form yielding *HnHad-, whereupon the nonpreglottalized stop d, being alien to the prevailing phonemic system, was reinterpreted as the aspirate d h . 10 7. Incidentally, it appears that in our derivation of Lat. nassa < *HnHd-to-we have a solitary piece of evidence suggesting that *HnHC-in Latin does indeed undergo a development different from that of *CnHC-(e.g. (g)nātus < *g 1 nh 1 tó-, Schrijver 1991: 178) and the same as that of *nHC-, viz. nǎC-, as Beekes (1988a: 40, 42) suspected, unlike the differing developments of *HrHC-and *rHC-in Latin (Woodhouse 2011: 158-162) 11 and contrary to Schrijver's (1991: 315) tentative anaC-. 9 Incidentally, I notice some of Lubotsky's (1981) and my (2011) Lubotsky's (1981: 137) uncertainty about the efficacy of y as the third consonant in the input cluster, although I claim to have found one group of Iranian data suggesting that y is such a consonant (Woodhouse 2009: 84; 2011: 164 - in both places the reconstruction should undoubtedly be changed to *Hurh 1 g 1 -). 11 Unfortunately I omitted to mention there Clackson's (1994: 206 n. 9 with lit.) relevant conclusion that prothetic vowels before *r in Anatolian, Armenian and Greek may "reflect an areal tendency to avoid initial r-" (ibid. 33), a phenomenon also found in Turkish (ibid. 200) and so, as Melchert (1994: 67) also believed, has nothing to do with conditions in PIE.
8. Whether, on the other hand, Ved. naddhá-can be derived directly from *HnHd h tó-is more problematic: one might expect **āddhá-on the model of RV jātá-'born' < *g 1 nh 1 tó-, as discussed above, unless we assume that in the zero grade the second laryngeal is simply lost by dissimilation against the initial and the latter then assimilates to the nasal yielding *nnd h tó-> naddhá-, which would explain the absence of any trace of anlaut laryngeal in RV sám · -naddha-, but is otherwise purely ad hoc. An alternative would be to rely on the different position of the segment *HnH-with respect to the syllable boundary in HnHd h .tó-as compared with *g 1 nh 1 .tó-. Either would provide an alternative to the somewhat incongruous claim that naddhá-is simply remodelled on the semantically similar baddhá-, since there is no evidence of the influence of *b h end h -on any other form of the paradigm.
9. At any rate, we are now able to dispose of de Vaan's (2008 s.v. nassa) cryptic claim that his etymology of nassa makes necessary a different explanation of Ved. náhya-, since the combination in fact provides a needed parallel to support the development of the weak-stem Vedic congeners of nāris from his second form *Hnh 2 -es-on the preceding page of his book. The Baltic and Slavic forms with short stem vowel must, and the Germanic forms can, and presumably do, have the same origin.
10. Since all the attested forms (see Pokorny 1959: 755; Kortlandt 1985: 119; Mayrhofer EWA 2, s.v. nás-) can be unproblematically derived from de Vaan's *Hneh 2 -s-and *Hnh 2 -es-, his third form *Hnh 2 -s-is superfluous. Why then did de Vaan bother to reconstruct this third form which corresponds to no **nh 2 s-in Kortlandt (1985: 119) , although this protoform does figure in Schriver (1991: 4, not 143 as cited by de Vaan) but only beside *nh 2 es-as an alternative source of OHG nasa?
It turns out that de Vaan's reconstruction is not based on Kortlandt at all, but on Beekes' (1988a: 43 n. 2) suggested emendation of Kortlandt's work. Here is a reproduction of Kortlandt's data and reconstruction with Beekes' emendation attached on the right. Fritz (1996: 2) and most recently, alas!, the present writer (2011: 166). Actually it is more likely that Schrijver, perhaps assisted by Lubotsky's mistake, has simply lost sight of Kortlandt's original reconstruction by confusing it with Beekes' (1988a: 43 n. 2) emendation.
If the confusion alluded to above is the source of the forms Schrijver ascribes to Kortlandt then Schrijver is not alone: precisely the same confusion has been recorded not only by de Vaan but also by Kloekhorst (2008: 15 n. 11 ) and Derksen (2008 s.v. n ¤ osч) . Thus, all three Leiden scholars (or four if Schrijver is included) give somewhat insulting credit to Kortlandt for what is actually Beekes' inferior and unnecessary emendation. 12 11. This harsh judgement of Beekes' emendation may be substantiated as follows.
It will be observed that Kortlandt's *nh 2 os is probably to be regarded as alternating with *nh 2 es-when another syllable follows (thus also Beekes 1988a: 43) and that Kortlandt's forms as cited are to be analysed as *neh 2 -s-s, *neh 2 -s-m, *nh 2 -os-s, just as Beekes' first form should in all probability also be *neh 2 -s-s, as Fritz (1996: 2) records it, despite Beekes ' (1995: 175, 180 ) (surely unsustainable) comparison of the inflection of the 'nose' word with that of Goth. bandi.
It will further be observed that Kortlandt's reconstruction appears to generate the attested forms with a minimum of analogical restructuring, whereas Beekes' does not. Beekes' reconstruction suffers from the same disability as Stüber (2002: 196 f.) criticizes Fritz for in deriving the OPers. acc. sg. from a protoform with zero grade root. There is, however, a difference between the two: Fritz's protoform yields the required OPers. form directly while Beekes' once again does not. Why then does Beekes' prefer his opaque reconstruction to Kortlandt's transparent one?
The answer, according to Beekes, is that Kortlandt posits a proterodynamic s-stem which presupposes a neuter rather than the over-whelmingly feminine gender of the 'nose' word; the reconstruction ought therefore to be a hysterodynamic 13 one.
There are several things wrong with this. First, Kortlandt's reconstruction with zero grade suffix in the nom. sg. and zero grade ending in the gen. sg., is not typical of a neuter s-stem, which typically has o-grade in both (Beekes 1995: 185) . Secondly, it does not emerge from Beekes' textbook portrayal that the "recently discovered" and "very rare" type (4) hysterodynamic paradigm Beekes (1995: 175, 180) wishes to assign the 'nose' word to is in any way well established. Thirdly, Beekes has no clear example of an appropriate hysterodynamic s-stem paradigm to show us. His chief example (1995: 180), the word for 'dawn', is distinctly hysterodynamic in Vedic with no sign of root accent in the nom. sg. but essentially proterodynamic in Greek, even though the accent is never actually on the first syllable. We notice, further, that on Beekes ' (1995: 181) own admission the hysterodynamic i-stem 'sheep' word has its acc. sg. remodelled after the proterodynamic scheme in both Vedic and Greek and, as far as anyone can see, in Hittite as well. One solution, then, is that some of these accomodations were taking place in the protolanguage already and that the 'nose' word, far from being " [v] ery old" (Beekes 1995: 180), largely remodelled its original hysterodynamic inflection on the basis of the proterodynamic one and this had happened already in PIE, where the lexeme probably still meant chiefly 'nostril' anyway, given that the only attestations in the Rigveda unencumbered by additional suffixes are the duals nom. and gen. In this connection, we may note Kloekhorst's (2008: 166 f.) observation that the neuter 'mouth' wordHitt. aiss/iss-, Ved. ás-, Lat. ō s, ō ris seems to require both a proteroand a hysterodynamic inflection to account for it. 13 Thus Beekes himself and also Fritz (1996: 2) , though shortly Fritz (1996: 3 f. and n. 12) prefers the (more correct?) term "holodynamic" for a paradigm in which the accent can fall on any of the three basic parts of a primary derivative wordform. Meier-Brügger (2003: 204-218) exemplifies the somewhat abundant range of somewhat voluminous terms for the inflectional paradigms in which the -kinetic and -static terms seem to embody less information than the otherwise identical -dynamic terms. It seems little would be lost by abbreviating the terms to protero, hystero, holo, and amphi (terms all implying the involvement of more than one accented syllable) beside acro, meso, and teleuto (terms implying the involvement of only one accented syllable) or, alternatively, suffixing to all these the single element -tonic. Kortlandt (1985: 118) , on the other hand, is able to back up his non-neuter proterodynamic 'nose' paradigm with the identical pattern of the non-neuter u-stem 'cow' word found in Kortlandt's Early PIE, viz. (my hyphens -RW) *g 2 eh 3 -u-s, *g 2 eh 3 -u-m, *g 2 h 3 -ou-s (>> Late PIE, with analogical lengthening of root stressed forms, *g 2 eh 3 -u-s, *g 2 eh 3 -u-m, *g 2 h 3 -ou-s), a procedure that has the added bonus of reassuring us that the absence of s immediately following h 2 in Kortlant's third form is not a mistake or due to a misprint.
Further, Kortlandt's reconstruction anticipates with precision Beekes ' (1995: 175) model demonstration of a proterodynamic paradigm which Beekes illustrates with a manifestly non-neuter example, as is clear from the following reproduction of the material, in which Kortlandt's 'nose' paradigm is cited in the analytical forms given at the beginning of this section:
Evidently, being a non-neuter s-stem having a proterodynamic inflection more typical of non-neuter i-and u-stems, the 'nose' word is something of a rarity, but that hardly justifies trying to rework a sound reconstruction of it on the basis of another "very rare" inflection which it manifestly does not fit.
I think on this basis it is possible and desirable, even essential, to restore to the statute books Kortlandt's reconstruction, enlarged by the no doubt indispensable anlaut laryngeal that has herewith been made respectable for this kind of reconstruction, the basic protostems thus being: strong (e.g.nom./acc. sg. and dual) *Hneh 2 -s-, weak (e.g. gen. du., acc. pl.) *Hnh 2 -e/os-. R e f e r e n c e s 
